Reading Explorer 2
Vocabulary Words
Unit 1A
addiction, advertise, battle, cut down on, drug, efficient, facility, obvious, recommend, store
Unit 1B
continent, crop, flavor, historic, marketplace, scale, seed, solely, suggest, variety
Unit 2A
alarm, apparently, aware, complex, curiously, interact, leap, season, single, unknown
Unit 2B
affection, donate, garbage, luggage, obedient, plenty, rescue, selection, talent, track
Unit 3A
analyze, attach, conduct, effective, injury, luxurious, murder, offer, rule out, vulnerable
Unit 3B
beneath, cruelly, debatable, deduce, enable, frozen, implies, indicate, laborer, wealthy
Unit 4A
approve, ceremony, demonstrate, jealous, reserve, reunite, symbol, tent, wedding, wrap
Unit 4B
accept, basis, convince, ensure, inspire, publicity, remind, self-defense, series, violence
Unit 5A
dare, descend, entrance, iron, occupy, permit, sculpture, silent, trend, tunnel
Unit 5B
awful, board, concrete, confident, drown, experienced, flow, joke, opportunity, slippery
Unit 6A
brilliantly, conservation, consumption, countless, generation, negative, pollution, remarkable,
shallow, thrive
Unit 6B
arrange, bite, categorize, confusion, gather, horror, hypothesize, inaccurate, tempting, victim
Unit 7A
claim, considerable, dominate, export, handle, invest, make sense, predictable, prevent, renowned
Unit 7B
authority, budget, derive, display, distinctively, emphasis, essence, guard, obtain, precede
Unit 8A
administration, admire, contribution, informal, journal, mineral, objective, perceive, undertake,
voyage

Unit 8B
abandon, consent, finance, intention, misfortune, prior, remote, translate, unparalleled, wisdom
Unit 9A
clumsily, conclude, deal with, impulse, intense, pleasure, realize, release, reward, risk
Unit 9B
admit, adopt, boundary, coincidence, colleague, divorce, genetic, raise, severe, tell apart
Unit 10A
absorb, consequence, crack, critical, exceed, host, shift, slide, unexpected, unstoppable
Unit 10B
a living, bill, corporation, fund, plant, quantity, resource, starve, sufficient, urgently
Unit 11A
broaden, constitute, cooperation, delay, fellow, link, loyalty, nest, observe, prey
Unit 11B
complain, congratulate, credit, declared, digital, emerge, exotic, overwhelming, reaction, retain
Unit 12A
cliff, courage, engine, fantastic, feat, motivate, steer, thrill, tightly, tow
Unit 12B
ascent, block, conquer, depth, disappointed, ease, exhilarated, necessity, out of time, relatively

